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Controllable assembly of nanoscale building blocks (monomers) is a necessary part of practical realization of the unique optical, electrical, magnetic, chemical and chemical properties of nanoscale matter in macroscale materials.[1–10] Such assemblies also contain much fundamental information about collective behavior of nanocolloids, which we are just beginning to understand.[31] The key decisive factors for the successful assembly of nanocolloids is the anisotropy of nanoscale interactions,[12,13] which stems from both the shape of nanocolloid[14–17] and unequal distribution of organic molecules on their surface.[18,19] Gold nanorods (Au NRs) have both geometrical and chemical anisotropy components[20] and demonstrate strong optical extinction in the range of visible and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths convenient for both research and practical purposes.[21] Au NRs can be assembled by interactions with organic molecules,[22–24] polymers,[25,26] an antibody–antigen reaction,[27] biotin–streptavidin connectors,[28] and DNA,[29] leading to superstructures with different degree of organization and complexity of collective behavior.

Besides the utilization of NR monomers in non-linear optics,[28] cellular imaging,[30] and cancer therapy,[31] optical effects corresponding to monomer—superstructure transitions allowed preparation of excellent biosensors because of large changes in oscillation frequencies of plasmons when NR pairs are formed.[13,17,22] These studies mostly targeted biomedical applications. Simultaneously, their unique sensing capabilities have been virtually unexplored for the needs of environmental detection and monitoring.[28,29] These challenges and impact can equal or exceed those encountered in detection of cancer. A better understanding of methods for the realization of speed/selectivity/sensitivity detection of common environmental pollutants is thus of great importance.

Therefore, we decided to explore the potential of NR assemblies taking a pervasive environmental toxin, namely microcystin-LR (MC-LR), as the model while also addressing the general questions about the choice of different assembly motif for different sensing tasks. MC-LR is common in both developed and developing countries, with recorded cases of mass poisoning.[30,31] MC-LR originates from common blue-green algae and causes rapid liver failure.[32,33] prolonged exposure to small concentrations of MC-LR in drinking water causes liver cancer.[34] Herein, we describe the successful use of Au NRs for detection of MC-LR, which is significantly more sensitive than the traditional techniques, such as ELISA, yielding detection limit of 5 pgmL−1. It is also much simpler and faster than any other methods.[35–38] These two factors are critical for environmental monitoring and have been a long-standing challenge. The pattern of the assembly strongly affects the sensitivity parameters for MC-LR detection.

To realize different modes of assembly, such as side-by-side and end-to-end motifs, with a degree of control sufficient for conclusive evaluation of sensing implications, two kinds of protein-carrying Au NRs were synthesized (Figure 1). One type of NR carried MC-LR antibodies (ABs) preferentially on the sides, while the other type carried antibodies located almost exclusively in the ends. These motifs were formed by using either electrostatic binding or covalent attachment of the antibodies mediated by a bifunctional linker, thioctic acid (TA). When electrostatic forces govern the placement of ABs, they attach primarily to the sides of NRs due to the larger area of contact and thus stronger electrostatic interactions. When a TA anchor covalently binds by a S–Au bond, the conjugation of the ABs occurs predominantly in the ends of the rods due to better accessibility of the gold surface to the reactive thiol end.[10,13,17,22] Variation of pH also allows varying repulsion or attraction of NRs and MC-LR, modality of attachment, and geometrical characteristics of assemblies (see the Supporting Information). The number of AB molecules on the surface of one Au NR was estimated to be 31 and 10 for the side-by-side...
and end-to-end motifs, respectively (see the Supporting Information).

To complement the Au NRs modified either in the end or in the sides with ABs, we also synthesized their analogues carrying MC-LR-OVA antigen. The same strategy to prepare the NRs modified by MC-LR-OVA on the sides and in the ends was used.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Figure 2) indicated that side-modified complementary NR-MC-LR-OVA and NR-AB building blocks assemble in a distinct ladder pattern within 20 minutes. The combination of NRs with covalently bound ABs and NR-MC-LR-OVA in the ends gave nearly perfect chains in the same period of time (Figure 2), which is characteristic for most antibody–antigen immunocomplexes. Both NR patterns have certainly been observed in the past, but a high degree of control for each motif was still problematic.[21] Selective attachment of ABs makes possible the accurate manipulation of assembly geometries, including the distance between NRs.[26] It should also be mentioned that excellent stability of both ladder and chain superstructures was observed in aqueous dispersions for weeks.

Both motifs can be, in principle, used for MC-LR detection. With the increase of the MC-LR concentration in the solution, the toxin molecules compete with the MC-LP-OVA antigen immobilized on NRs. Therefore, progressively dominant presence of NR monomers is observed (Figure 2). NR chains made from end-modified NRs can be approximated in terms of optical properties as nanowires (NWs),[41,42] which can be confirmed by the great similarity of their UV/Vis spectra.[43] The effect of MC-LR addition can thus be described as drastic reduction of a NW aspect ratio. The longitudinal surface plasmon peak of the newly formed much shorter rods shifted toward the blue part of the spectrum and increased in amplitude, while the transverse plasmon peak remained unchanged both in wavelength and amplitude. When the concentration of the MC-LR was 100 ng mL⁻¹, the original longitudinal peak at 900 nm almost disappeared and a new longitudinal peak at 700 nm appeared (monomers). The transverse plasmon peak did not change (Figure 2; Supporting Information, Figure S2) due to constancy of the diameter of the nanowire-like aggregates, whether they are assembled or not, which agrees with numerical simulation.[12,29] This observation also confirms that the transition of NR to chains and back does not involve any side-by-side assembly which would cause apparent “fattening” of the NRs. Similarly, with the increase of the MC-LR in the side-to-side assemblies, the longitudinal surface plasmon peak shifted to longer wavelength while the transverse peak shifted to shorter wavelength, indicating apparent “fattening” of the NRs.

Optical phenomena associated with the NR assembly transitions can be used as a powerful technique for environ-
mental monitoring of MC-LR. The protocol of competitive detection when NRs with two complementary coatings are added to the sample solution with MC-LR was used following the routes 2 and 4 in Figure 1. Calibration curves obtained for different MC-LR concentrations indicate that side-by-side and end-to-end assemblies give markedly different sensing parameters (Supporting Information, Figure S3). The detection range and the limit of detection (LOD) are 1–100 ng mL\(^{-1}\) and 0.6 ng mL\(^{-1}\) for the side-by-side mode; the corresponding sensing for the end-to-end mode are 0.05–1 ng mL\(^{-1}\) and 0.03 ng mL\(^{-1}\). Improvements in excess of one order of magnitude for the end-to-end assembly can be observed; a good correlation with the simple aspect ratio calculations should also be emphasized (Supporting Information, Figure S3).

Apart from UV/Vis absorption, other optical parameters can also be explored as the means for quantitative determination based on the NR assembly, for example the intensity of dynamic light scattering (DLS) at 633 nm, which can simplify environmental sensing.

The dramatic change of the aggregates size for MC-LR concentrations in both side-by-side and end-to-end types of assembly can be observed (Figure 3; Supporting Information, Figure S5). Importantly, in the range of small concentrations of MC-LR, the sensing plots for both types of assemblies registered by DLS have excellent linearity: from 0 to 100 ng mL\(^{-1}\) for the side-by-side assembly and from 0.01 to 25 ng mL\(^{-1}\) for the end-to-end assembly. Similar to UV/Vis data, the LOD are quite different in each case as well: 0.45 ng mL\(^{-1}\) and 5 pg/mL for the side-by-side and end-to-end modes, respectively. Importantly, all results of the quantitative determination based on DLS are better than that of UV/Vis spectroscopy in both sensing range and LOD. Regarding the detection time, the advantage is also very obvious: The time of the developed method in both modes is just 15–20 min. This time can be compared with the time necessary to carry out is common ELISA testing including well preparation, that is, about 12 h. Overall, this constitutes a 36–48-fold time saving.

Considering the specificity, the developed method in end-to-end assembly modality was used to detect ochratoxin A while using the AB for MC-LR (Supporting Information, Figure S6). There is no cross-reactivity observed for the environmental target without direct complimentarity to produced AB. These results show specificity of the developed method.

The origin of markedly different sensing parameters in the two assembly motifs should be discussed, considering implications for the design of similar sensing systems for other environmental challenges. There are two mutually synergistic reasons for better LOD in case of end-to-end assembly: 1) Sensing parameters in UV/Vis spectroscopy are primarily dependent on the relative intensity of absorption of longitudinal plasmons in NRs versus assemblies; this difference is the most pronounced for end-to-end assemblies (Figure 2 e–h).\(^{[12,44]}\) For DLS detection the same considerations are applicable to aspect ratio and apparent hydrodynamic size. 2) The number of the ABs and MC-LR-OVA on the NR sides (Figure 1a) is much greater than that on the NR ends (Figure 1b). The same concentration of MC-LR has a much greater effect in the end-to-end structure than that in the side-by-side case.

In summary, MC-LR detection was successfully achieved with controllable assembly of Au NRs, which are modified either on the sides or ends, using covalent or electrostatic routes of protein attachment. The side-by-side and end-to-end assembly of the Au NRs were realized using complementary AB and antigen. Both sensitivity and detection ranges using UV/Vis spectroscopy and DLS are markedly better for the end-to-end motif. The sensing parameters for MC-LR using the NR assemblies surpass the required standard of drinking water by the World Health Organization (1 µg L\(^{-1}\)) and are substantially faster than existing methods. The controllable immunoassembly methods following the described approach can be applied to a large variety of environmental toxins by simple modification of the preparation procedure.
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